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ABSTRACT
Turbulent conditions in the business environment require a need for change of enterprises. However, far too often organizational changes
can not be implemented due to the rigidity of today’s order management systems (OMS) during operation. Hence, the prevailing work
gives advice to design complex commercial off the shelf (CCOTS) OMS and their cooperation with the order management process
changeable.

INTRODUCTION
The inevitability of rapid change in the competitive environ-

ment of business is a commonly agreed fact [1, 2]. The changeful
business environment, coupled with maturing sales markets, results in
enormous pressures on enterprises in their efforts to be competitive
[3]. Hence, enterprises have to operate their business under increas-
ingly complex, turbulent, uncertain and unpredictable conditions. Sig-
nificantly, the dynamic features of a turbulent environment are not
just the outcome of interactions between organizations [4, 5, 6], they
are generated by the environment itself [7]. To cope with these condi-
tions, a permanent need for change will be the defining feature in the
future business landscape [8, 9].

 Enterprises produce products and/or services through the inter-
action of humans, organization and technology according to their
order management process. Their business environment is commonly
affected by the forces shown in fig. 1. In order to stay competitive,
performance measurements are used to capture inefficiencies in order
management, which in turn determine necessary changes.

However, adjustments to the business environment are often not
possible because organizational changes cannot be implemented as
intended (see fig. 1). The lacking ability of today’s order management
systems (OMS) to support necessary organizational changes is a sub-
stantial cause for this problem.

Reasons for the rigidity of OMS are various (see [10]). Mainly,

OMS are CCOTS, which are developed for a application field, offer
predefined functions and  have to be customized to the specific organi-
zation before use [11]. Empirical studies ascertained that 30% of ex-
isting OMS are older than 10 years [12] and many still originate from
the 1970’s [13]. In summary, today’s OMS are equally flexible (before
use) and rigid (during operation) [14].

Consequently, changeable OMS have to be developed, which ad-
equately support changes. Further, the entire cooperation between
organization and OMS must be tailored towards changeability. The
research project CHANGESYS of the Bavarian research consortium
for software engineering (FORSOFT) focuses on this challenge. In this
paper, results of this research are presented.

First, a cybernetic model of order management is developed. This
approach communicates a mutual understanding of the interdiscipli-
nary synergy of organization and OMS. Furthermore, a decision ori-
ented approach which allows a systematic derivation of an architec-
tural design for such kind of software is sketched. Additionally, deci-
sion orientation is applied for the first steps of architectural CCOTS-
OMS design. Finally, a summary is presented.

CHANGEABLE ORDER MANAGEMENT
In this chapter, the theoretical concept for a changeable order

management is presented. Before the so called cybernetic model of
order management is described, basic terms and definitions are intro-
duced.

Figure 1: Need for change of an enterprise
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Terms and Definitions
In this paper the term OMS is generally used for specific  produc-

tion planning and control systems (PPC systems), enterprise resource
planning systems (ERP systems) and supply chain management sys-
tems (SCM systems). These software tools support occurring tasks in
order management by planning and control functionality.

The term changeability is defined and discussed differently in
literature, a unique definition did not yet intersperse itself so far [15].
The emphasis of past investigations was situated mainly in the disci-
plines of production  management and economics, were changeability
describes the ability of an enterprise to adapt to changing business
conditions [16, 17, 18, 19]. In the software engineering field this term
is relatively uncommon. Concerning CCOTS-OMS, the prevailing work
postulates the following model for changeability (see fig. 2).

CCOTS-OMS are developed according to certain goals (e.g. re-
turn on investment, market share etc.) and restrictions (e.g. develop-
ment tools, costs etc.) of the software manufacturer. Core require-
ments for the OMS result from the application field (e.g. user require-
ments etc.). Due to their characteristic CCOTS-OMS are configured to
the specific organization before use (Configuration State n). However,
OMS act as a service provider for problem solutions of the order manage-
ment process. The changeability of OMS can be described as follows.

During operation of the OMS, software modifications can be
achieved on the one hand by the implemented software functionality.
The so called flexibility of the OMS describes a predefined change
potential identified and implemented by the software manufacturer
during OMS development. If changes can be realized by the flexibility
of the OMS (see fig. 1), the user is able to solve the occurring problems
by his own (e.g. resetting parameters, using alternate functions etc.).

Otherwise, the OMS responsiveness potential has to be utilized
by additional activities (e.g. by the user). Hence, problem solutions can
be achieved by using pre-defined OMS functionality (e.g. interfaces)
and developing outside software solutions (e.g. self developed AddOn
solutions). As another opportunity, organizational changes could be
initiated to solve the order management problems without using addi-
tional OMS functionality. With more timely and/or costly expendi-
ture, software solutions from other software manufacturer could be
bought, installed and connected to the existing OMS in order to solve
the problem. In some cases the best way to solve a problem is to
acquire the software manufacturer himself. In this case new require-
ments will be realized within the OMS and delivered with a software
release. In summary, changeability of OMS can be characterized by:

Changeability = Flexibility ⊗ Responsiveness
The flexibility is pre-defined in the software where as the respon-

siveness comprises additional adaptation abilities in order to find solu-
tions for not assumed problems.

With this basic understanding of terms and definitions, the cyber-
netic model of order management is introduced.

Cybernetic Model of Order Management
In order to communicate a mutual understanding of the interdis-

ciplinary synergy of organization and OMS, this cybernetic approach
was developed. The term cybernetic belongs to control engineering
which defines a closed feedback system, that remains stable despite
disturbances [20]. A control loop consists of a regulated system and a
controller. The latter affects the controlled system, whereby the suc-

Figure 2: Context of changeability and OMS

Figure 3: Cybernetic model of order management
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cess of the adjusting measure is steered.
In the cybernetic model of order management (see fig. 3) enter-

prises are treated as open systems exposed to a dynamic business
environment, in which they fulfill orders by delivering products ac-
cording to their order management process. To be competitive, a
measuring system is needed, which initiates changes for occurring de-
viations.

Every task of the order management process needs adequate sup-
port by the OMS. Therefore, the secondary control loop is responsible
to deliver suitably solutions for the occurring tasks and problems from
the organizational control loop. Discrepancies between required and
offered solutions are identified by an measuring system. In case of
inefficiencies, the OMS has to be changed.

The OMS works in close cooperation with the organizational
control loop to achieve a global optimum. The reason for this is that
the required solution can be realized by the organization and/or the
OMS. Either, the OMS has to be enabled to deliver additional solutions
or the organizational measures make sure that the problem disappears.

DECISION-ORIENTATED SW-
DEVELOPMENT

The OMS control loop described within the last chapter has two
main influences on the OMS. Firstly it influences how the OMS should
be customizable, i.e. how the shipped and installed software should be
adaptable to customer’s problems. Secondly, the evolution of the in-
stalled software is influenced. Hence, the OMS control loop results in
a decision whether a customization of the installed software suffices,
whether it triggers the evolution of the OMS or even both. Further it
constrains what has to be done in the follow up operations.

In the rest of this paper, the focus is on the evolution of CCOTS-
OMS. In [21, 22] the basics of the decision oriented development
process were presented. In [23] this concept has been related to the
OMS control loop described above. Here, the main ideas are sketched.
For details, it is referred to the cited publications. After the process
modeling consisting of roles, activities and work products is presented,
a decision oriented development process and the model of work prod-
ucts is introduced.

Roles, Activities and Work Products
The basic concept for modeling development processes builds on

the classical principle of the distinction of main element types roles,
activities and work products [cp. 24]. Roles within this principle de-
fine tasks and responsibilities of persons which participate on the
development – so called actors. Work products are central work pieces
and results of the development including guidelines and intermediate
results. Eventually activities are executed by actors and are responsible
to develop work products.

Decision Oriented Development Process
Besides the trisection of development processes we introduced

the principle to model development processes as a package of decision
situations. A decision situation consists the elements problem space,
decision object, alternative, measurement criterion, objective func-
tion solution and guidelines. The elements of a decision situation are
represented by work products mentioned above and are filled stepwise
within activities. The modeling of decision situations allows a sys-
temic software development.

Work Products for Software Development
Work products are (see [21, 22]) central to the decision oriented

software development process. A model of work products may be
described with product types and relationships. Product types describe
basic characteristics by attributes and aggregations of other product
types. Product relationships express associations in the sense of E/R
modeling [cp. 25]. Work products are adequately mapped to elements
of corresponding decision situations.

Decision Oriented Architectural Design
In [21, 22] a model for decision oriented architectural design was

developed. The term software architecture shortly denotes a hierar-
chical decomposition of a software system into subsystems plus a
mapping from applied architectural styles to the resulting subsystems.
Aspects and Variations

In order to reach an adequate architectural design requirements of
a CCOTS-OMS are structured into aspects and variations which base
on the principle of the separation of concerns [cf. 26, 27, 28, 29, 30].

Shortly, products of product type aspect describe specific aspects
of requirements at a CCOTS. These could be for financial software e.g.
billing, balancing, graphical representations or statistics. Further, vary-
ing requirements of different customers lead to the need to describe
their differences and commonalties adequately. We model a specializa-
tion of aspects, so called variation-types. They aggregate mutually
excluding variations. A variation-type may be e.g. the country lan-
guage for textual output.

Different variations may be realized within the same software but
cannot be part of its function at the same time. We use the term
activation of requirements for describing this fact. Requirement are
activated, if they have an effective impact on the software at a given
time. Else, they are deactivated. The activation of requirements may
change during development, installation or during runtime, as we will
see in the subsequent section. The activations of all realized require-
ments together build the configuration state of a OMS, which was
mentioned in the preceding section (see fig. 2).

Architectural Elements
Now, the product types for architectural design are described.

During the derivation of an architectural design, architectural styles
are applied to build architectural alternatives. They fulfill the same
content requirements in different ways. The software architecture is
then selected according the so called decision requirements.

Within this paper we are mainly interested to present decision
requirements and architectural styles supporting the activation of dif-
ferent variations which is subject of the subsequent section. For a
detailed description of decision elements for architectural design we
refer to [21, 22].

ACTIVATION STYLES
The section before we sketched our general view at architectural

design as a process of different development decisions. Now we detail
the impact of variations on architectural design. During requirements
engineering requirements and variations are prioritized. Now, for a
software design, requirements and variations have to be selected and
especially their activation styles and their technical realization mecha-
nisms have to be chosen:

Selecting Activation Style.  With the activation style of a
variation we mean the way users of a CCOTS can activate their spe-
cific variations. Roughly, activation styles of predefined variations
can be classified into parameterization and modularization (cf. e.g.
[31, 32]). By parameterization the software realizes all possible com-
binations of different variations within one product. In this case set-
ting configuration parameters of this product activates the variations.
Compared to this modularization denotes software which is separated
into different modules. Here a user can set his configuration state by
selecting and combining appropriate modules. A special case for
modularization of a CCOTS is the separation of a software system into
different products which are shipped independently. As we will see
later, criteria which influence the selection for activation kinds come
from customer requirements, marketing, development etc.

Selecting Realization Mechanism.  Depending on the se-
lected activation style a matching realization mechanism has to be
chosen. This step may be supported by configuration management, by
special techniques within programming languages (e.g. inheritance and
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polymorphism) or directly by manually programming branches.
The decision for the activation style and appropriate realization

mechanisms for variations is one of the first steps of architectural
design. The rest of this section concentrates on activation styles.
These are a special class of architectural styles. Firstly, important
decision requirements and four different activation styles are pre-
sented.

Decision Requirements for Selecting Activation Styles
For each variation type an adequate activation style has to be

selected. Generally, a larger modularization comes together with higher
logistical efforts and a stronger cross linking of modules. Further, the
selected activation style constrains applicable realization mechanisms
and consequently influences development costs and time. In the fol-
lowing, the absolute and relative criteria which are both adapted from
the taxonomy for requirement changes introduced in [33], are pre-
sented.

Absolute Criterion: Time of Change: The time of change
indicates when a change has to be done.

Runtime: the change has to be done during runtime of the soft-
ware. E.g. production systems may change their configuration without
stopping the production process.

No Runtime: the change can be done when the software is not
running.

Absolute Criterion: Product Separation: In order to increase
the total income a marketing strategy may be to reach a clever sepa-
ration of the CCOTS into different products which are sold indepen-
dently.

Product Separation: The CCOTS can be separated into different
products.

No Product Separation: Every variation has to be sold within
one integrated product.

Absolute Criterion: Delivery Time: Closely related to the
product separation criterion is the development and logistics criterion
on delivery time. Suppose different variations of a CCOTS can be
developed concurrently. Then the most flexible way is that the varia-
tions can be delivered asynchronously as well.

Synchronous Delivery: all variations are delivered synchronously
after a CCOTS has been developed. This leads to easier test procedures
and an easier logistics.

Asynchronous Delivery: the completion time of different varia-
tions is differently. This leads to a more flexible development.

Both criteria product separation and delivery time require for the
possibility to modularize the CCOTS. Note that this is incorporated
with an increasing number of modules the system complexity and
logistics efforts increase as well (cf. [31]).

Relative Criterion: Change frequency: Another customer
criterion is to support requirement changes adequately within the soft-
ware in order to reach a high usability. Depending on the change
frequency the need for a comfortable configuration of the software
system is different. Comfortable configuration may conflict with de-
velopment costs etc. We distinguish:

Long term periods: the intermediate time between two require-
ment changes is relatively long.

Short term periods: the intermediate time between two require-
ment changes is relatively short.

As a rule of thumb short term periods shall be supported by more
comfortable configuration facilities.

Activation Styles
We now present four activation styles which can be found in

practice. We do not take into account the possibility to define varia-
tions with script programming and open interfaces. We presume that a
variation already is developed and show possibilities for activating
that. The main difference between the activation styles concerns how
and when a user has to choose the activation of a variation. We
distinguish between purchase time, installation time and runtime. We
firstly introduce activation styles and then relate them the decision

requirements.
Activation Style: Setting of Runtime Options: Here all varia-

tions of a variation type are purchased and installed at once on a
computer system. A user can activate variations during runtime by
changing settings of the program e.g. switching radio-buttons or con-
trol-buttons within predefined windows.

Activation Style: Automatic configuration/runtime instal-
lation: This activation style does not presume that all variations
have to be purchased and consequently installed on a computer system.
The software can be extended with new variations during runtime (e.g.
the addition of plug-ins in commercial web-browsers). This presumes
two steps: an automatic installation of new variations and afterwards
an automatic reconfiguration of already installed software. The new
functionality is included within modules that are connected to the
already installed software. The user here only is passive and is respon-
sible for making the new module available.

Activation Style: Installation Selection: Here a user acti-
vates a variation during the installation time of the software. In this
case he buys all functionality of a variation type together with the
purchased package. During installation he selects, which variations
should be activated. Usually installation selection is supported by in-
stallation programs or by editable configuration files. The main reason
for using installation selection is the possibility to support static
changes like static modularization, i.e. dividing the software into parts
which can be exchanged when the software is not running, or the static
setting of program options. Changes of activations of variations are
done by reinstallations of the software.

Activation Style: Purchase of different products: A soft-
ware producer may develop software as a package of different sepa-
rately offered products. In this case a customer has to select variations
by purchasing adequate products. The activation of a variation is done
by separate installations corresponding products.

Decision Situation for Activation Styles
At first view the presented the activation styles seem to be very

simple. But the main reason why we presented the different styles
becomes clearer, if the selection criteria are mapped to activation
styles within a decision situation.

Note again that all required absolute criteria must be fulfilled in a
selected activation style. Compared to this, relative criteria should be
fulfilled as far as possible. Each activation style allows a different
combination of the two absolute criteria. In order to cover all “must”-
cases each activation style is necessary.

SUMMARY AND OUTLOOK
The prevailing work presents the cybernetic model of order man-

agement and first steps towards decision oriented architectural OMS
design. They cover organizational and information-technical views on
order management in order to couple business processes and support-
ing software adequately. Identified inefficiencies of the organization
can be adapted by structural and/or process changes of the organiza-
tion. Closely cooperated is the OMS control loop, where OMS are
service providers for organizational problems. Inefficiencies of pro-
vided services lead to adaptations of OMS structure and/or processes.
The cooperation between organization and OMS control is coordi-
nated by cooperate goals in order to reach a global optimum for an
enterprise.

The OMS control loop is connected to the software development
by means of the presented decision oriented approach. Software devel-
opment hereby is seen as a collection of activities, mainly structured
by decisions. The decision orientation leads to the presented work
products for describing aspects, variations and architectural elements.
Aspects and variations serve for structuring requirements of the whole
market of an OMS. Basing an those architectural elements help to
systematically derive an architectural design which is easily change-
able due to the traceability of the underlying model of work products.
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Generally an architecture derivation has to pass to main steps for
realizing variations. The first step is the selection of an appropriate
mechanism for the activation of variations. Hence, criteria and acti-
vation styles in order to support this selection were presented.

Present and future research focus the profound specification of
the presented cybernetical approach. Further, the second step of ar-
chitecture derivation will be focused in more detail, i.e. finding mecha-
nisms which support a systematic realization of presented activation
styles.
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